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   ear IING member, At the  
   start of a new year everyone  
  is looking forward to new  
beginnings, filled with excitement 
and a lot of success.  When I reflect 
on 2015, I am grateful for the suc-
cesses the IING achieved during this 
period.  Success is not possible 
without the support from you; our 
members, and a dedicated team,  it 
is an honour to serve as the Presi-
dent of the Insurance Institute of 
Northern Gauteng, and to give back 
to the industry; protecting the 
end-users – our mutual clients’ 
assets.
 

vant topic is Professional 
Indemnity, and as a broker it 
is important to make sure 
that you renew your clients’ 
cover in time to ensure that 
retroactive dates are kept.
 
From a training perspective, 
we have analysed the feed-
back received from you, and 
our first training session will 
be conducted on 24 February. 
Sasria cover will be the topic 
of the day. We are committed 
to our members, and will 
always strive to uphold our 
values. 
We:

·   Inform
·   Educate
·   Connect
·   Support
·   Care

Kindly diarise the Annual 
General Meeting of the Insur-
ance Institute of Northern 
Gauteng that will be held on 
17th March 2016 at 08:30 at 
Santam, Menlyn Corporate 
Park, Ground floor, cnr of 
Garsfontein and Corobay 
Avenues, Waterkloof Glen.
I wish you all a blessed and 
prosperous 2016.

Be safe, Marieta

I want to thank every com-
mittee member for his or her 
contribution during 2015, and 
I am looking forward to our 
value adding events and 
training planned for 2016. 
This program was formulated 
during our strategy session 
held on 4 December 2015.
 
During the festive season it 
was all but moonshine and 
roses.  Our clients were in the 
line of fire, with armed rob-
beries at their businesses as 
well as domestic premises; 
not to mention the cata-
strophic hail storms experi-
enced late November.  Cy-
ber-crime is the order of the 
day, and although this is new 
to the client; the Liability Spe-
cialist Insurers have already 
been around the block on this 
one.  With exposure comes 
opportunity, and the 
short-term insurance advisers 
are in a position to provide 
suitable solutions for your 
clients’ individual needs. 
During the Liability seminar 
in August 2015, two of the 
leading Liability Specialist 
Insurers provided expert 
solutions which can be incor-
porated into the service offer-
ing to your short-term insur-
ance clients.  Another rele-
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 t  is a known fact that Fellows in   
    South Africa have never been  
    perceived to have the same 
status as Fellows in the UK. Very 
few people in South Africa’s finan-
cial services sector know what FCII 
or FIISA represent.
 
The Fellows in the Pretoria region 
recently shared some ideas during 
their annual lunch, and the follow-
ing question was tabled: “Have I, as 
a Fellow got any obligation towards 
the industry and, more specifically, 
towards the people working in our 
environment? Despite the fact that 
our status is merely being ignored, 
we were ad idem that we have.
 
Knowledge means nothing, unless 
you plough it back into the turf you 
obtained it from. Nothing in life is 
more rewarding than seeing the 
seeds you have planted grow. 

Therefore, we as Fellows want 
to “stand up and be counted”. 
When we were in the prime of 
our careers, we were acknowl-
edged as the crème de la crème 
of the insurance industry, and 
were called Fellows. But as the 
years went by, things changed. 
We grew older and wiser. 
Today, however, we feel like old 
farts. We want to change this 
status.
 
We have an urge to leave a 
legacy behind. We have a vast 
“goldmine” of knowledge that 
can be utilized by the industry. 
We want to make ourselves 
available for education, train-
ing, and the writing of relevant 
articles that can benefit the 
insurance industry. “A man’s 
true wealth is the good he does 
in this world to his fellows” – 
Moliere.
 
The industry is not in debt with 
the Fellows – on the contrary, 
we are the people who are 
asking how we can contribute, 
how we can get involved. We as 
Fellows want to combine our 
forces, and make our industry a 
proud venture.
 
We challenge the local Insur-
ance entities to help us on our 
way to the fulfillment of our 
obligations towards the insur-
ance environment.
 
Written by James B Young
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    nsurance cover that protects an individual or  
    business from a claim for damages, having      
    been sued and held legally liable, arising from 
malpractice, injury or negligence. Liability insur-
ance policies cover both legal costs and any legal 
pay-outs for which the insured would be responsi-
ble if found legally liable.

Liability insurance is critically important for those 
who may be held legally liable for injury and 
damage caused to others. We are all vulnerable. A 
product manufacturer may purchase product 
liability insurance to cover him if a product is 
faulty, and causes damage to the purchasers or 
any other third party”.The IING & IISA share a 
passion when it comes to the training and devel-
opment of their members.  This collaboration saw 
a Liability forum being held at Wingate Country 
Club on the 12th August 2015. Mike Pierce from 
IISA welcomed the participants, and every partici-
pant was rewarded 3 CPD hours for attending the 
session.  We would like to extend our appreciation 
and gratitude to Mike for coordinating all the 
presenters at the Forum – it was a most informa-
tive session, targeting risks inherent in both our 
lives as well as our clients’ lives.

Candice Sutherland, Business Development Con-
sultant (Corporate Solutions) at SHA presented on 
Cyber Crime in South Africa, and addressed the 
following issues:

·  What is cyber crime?
·  Examples of cyber attacks on South Afri  
   can companies / individuals  
·  Statistics, and common mistakes we all make
·  The dark side of the net
·  It is more lucrative to steal online than on the  
   street
·  How you can protect yourself and your organi- 
   sation

·  PoPI and ECTA
 
Nhlanhla Dube, Head: PI Underwriting (Commer-
cial) at SHA presented a more general approach 
to Professional Indemnity Insurance. Matters of 
importance included:

·  Claims Made Policy
·  Period of Cover
·  Limits of Cover
·  Applicable Deductibles/Excesses
·  Run-off cover

Caroline Yeo, Fiduciary Director at Camargue:
 -  The reality is that Directors and Officers now 
find themselves in a far more onerous position 
than ever before, with legislation and regulation 
holding them more accountable for any wrongful 
act or negligent actions, in addition to breaches of 
their fiduciary duties. No person should consider 
taking up a position as a Director before ensuring 
that there is a Directors’ and Officers’ Liability 
policy in place. The personal risk is just too big, 
and should be identified, evaluated, and controlled 
at board level. The solution is being well informed, 
and managing and transferring risk to appropri-
ate, well-structured Directors’ and Officers’ Liabili-
ty insurance programs. Let us demystify this 
space… 

John Stebbing, Director of General Liability at 
Camargue presented a humorous yet very relevant 
viewpoint on:

·  A claims perspective on mistakes brokers make  
   when giving advice on liability insurance
·  How to structure a client's liability portfolio
·  Understanding the sections and extensions on 
   a general liability policy 

LIABILITY - THE REALITY
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    n 11 September 2015, 150 ladies gathered at our  
    annual ladies event held at Diep in die Berg. Our  
    theme for the day was white and pink.
 
With the aid of the executive chef from Toyota South 
Africa, we experimented with interesting food combina-
tions tinteling our taste buds. 
Every lady was spoiled with a luxury gourmet bag with 
secret ingredients.  The ladies also received valuable tips 
from our guest make-up specialist about how to enhance 
every lady’s special features.
 
The day was filled with fun and laughter, celebrating the 
privilege of being a woman.  During the event we also 
focused on the charity we support.

The ladies of the industry opened their purses and hearts, 
and we raised a total of around R4 000 for our chosen 
charity Hospice.  We also delivered our picnic blankets 
from the previous ladies event to the Jacaranda Children’s 
home. This was a memorable event, and we are looking 
forward to seeing all our ladies again at the “Diamond and 
Jeans” event on 25 August 2016.
 
Written by Natasjha du Plessis
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   ust, bales of hay, line dancers, cowboys, and   
   cowgirls!  This was the theme of the IING  
    year-end function, held at Monte de Dios on 
Thursday 29 October 2015. 175 guests joined us for an 
unforgettable evening of networking and relaxing,  putting 
behind us a hectic day to day schedule, and the pressure 
of the industry.  We were privileged to have a few past 
presidents of the IING joining us.  To be able to host such 
an incredible event, we are dependent on sponsors.  We 
would therefore like to thank all our sponsors for making 
this event a reality.

The guests visited our photo booth, where the atmos-
phere of the evening was captured.  The line dancer kept 
the dancers occupied for most of the evening,  showing 
and exposing them to some interesting new dance moves.  
This was great fun, and truly an enjoyable experience.   
Being unfit, and having aching feet could not simmer 
down the enthusiasm for learning a few new cowboy 
steps. Some lost Indians also found their way onto the 
ranch, dancing and networking with the cowboys and 
cowgirls.

Thank you to everyone who contributed to creating 
memories for us and the IING.

Written by Natasjha du Plessis

2015 Year-end Function



2015 Year-end Function

        PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY:  
WHAT IS IT AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO RENEW TIMEOUSLY?? 

As with all insurance, Professional Indemnity is about managing risk and in today's litigious world and constant 
changes to legislation, the risks professional consultants assume can be extraordinarily high. 
  
Professional Indemnity insurance essentially provides any professional consultant, company or organisation providing 
advice, design work or other professional services, with indemnity (including costs and expenses) in respect of their 
legal liability to compensate any third party for damages they suffer as a result of professional negligence, errors or 
omissions which occurred during the course and scope of the professional’s duties. 
  
This insurance is on a Claims Made basis, which means that there must be cover in force when the work is performed 
and at the time a claim or incident is notified to Insurers. Therefore the retroactive cover must be maintained and 
there cannot be any interruption in cover.   
  
The retroactive date on a policy is the date on which the Insured first incepted cover and any work performed on or 
after that date will be covered in terms of the Claims Made policy, provided that there has been no gap in cover and 
a policy is in force at the time a claim or incident is reported to Insurers. 
  
A Professional Indemnity insurance policy does not renew automatically every year.  At every annual renewal, the 
Broker needs to submit updated underwriting information (in the form of a proposal form completed and signed by 
the Insured) to Underwriters for the risk to be reassessed and renewal terms calculated thereon.  Cover is only 
renewed once the Insured has accepted the renewal terms and the Broker confirm acceptance to Underwriters in 
writing. It is also important to note that it is an annual policy, so even if it is paid monthly, it remains an annually 
renewable policy. 
  
  
 

The Pavilion, Wanderers Office Park, 52 Corlett Drive, Illovo, 2196 
PO Box 55347, Northlands, 2116 |    011 731 3600   |   www.sha.co.za 

The content of this Fact Sheet is for information purposes only and merely aims at providing a summary of the product un the case of a discrepancy, the content of the relevant policy will prevail. Each risk is 
separately analysed and assessed and some covers mentions in this Fact Sheet may not be included in your policy. Please refer to your policy and schedule or contact your intermediary to confirm the cover that is 

available to you.  
An Authorised Financial Services Provider (FSP Number: 2167) 
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Why is Capital Important for Insurers?
   n the face of it, the  
   proposition of the busi- 
   ness of underwriting is 
a simple one:  Get enough 
people together to pool their 
premiums against a specific but 
uncertain risk.  Use that pool of 
money to pay any claims that 
may arise as well as the expens-
es of running the scheme.  If 
you made your sums correctly, 
there should be some money 
left over, which you can pocket 
as profit.
 
Easy.
 
The problem arises with that 
little word “uncertain” in this 
scheme.  What if the pool of 
money is not sufficient to pay 
for the losses?  And if the heav-
ens do fall, how do the partici-
pants in the scheme get the 
compensation that they con-
tracted for in the insurance 
transaction?  It is for this 
primary reason that insurers 
are expected to put up some of 
their own money, so that they 
may be kept honest and also 
participate in the risks they 
underwrite.
 
Of course, even a significant 
amount of money set aside by 
the underwriter as capital may 
still not be enough.  It is still 
possible for an insurer to be 
ruined if the bets that he placed 
on the specific but uncertain 
risks are exceeded by the claims 
and the costs of underwriting 
those risks.
 

Insurance legislation recognises 
this, and universally requires 
underwriters to keep capital at 
a fixed minimum ratio to the 
value of the risks underwritten.  
The values at risk are often 
difficult to determine, and so 
the premium that the under-
writer charges is generally used 
as a proxy for the value at risk.  
Thus, an underwriter is 
required to keep capital of, say, 
25% of the premiums collected.  
This ratio is referred to as a 
“solvency ratio”, as it assumes 
that if the premiums are all 
consumed by the claims and 
expenses, the insurer will still 
have this capital and thus be 
solvent by that amount of 
money.
 
Reinsurance provides a way in 
which an underwriter may pass 
some of the risks that he has 
underwritten on to another 
insurer.  By so doing he does 
not need to provide capital for 
the risks that he has so rein-
sured.  He effectively makes use 
of the other insurer’s capital to 
underwrite those parts of the 
risks that he may not be able to 
take on.
 
There are other means of 
getting capital for the under-
writing of risk, such as specific 
bonds sold to cover catastroph-
ic risks.  It is possible to buy 
cover on the Chicago Stock 
Exchange for specific hurricane 
risks, on a case to case basis.  
That is however a horse of 
entirely another colour.  Recent 

history has illustrated that the 
capital markets for risk is huge 
- much bigger than the tradi-
tional insurance mechanisms.  
We are only now learning to 
cope with these innovations, 
and I have no doubt that the 
future funding of risk capital 
will be even more creative.  
Those instruments pose excep-
tional challenges regarding the 
regulation of insurers, and it is 
difficult to keep up with the 
creativity of the financial world. 
 
Suffice to say that the business 
of insurance, especially the 
nature of the capital that will be 
used to underpin the under-
writing of risk, will be com-
pletely different in years to 
come.  The cell concept, and the 
idea of catastrophe bonds are 
indicators of how capital will 
adapt to risk underwriting in 
the future.  Our current legisla-
tion and regulations may look 
like the story of the mayor of 
New York, who at the end of 
the eighteenth century lament-
ed that if the horse population 
in New York continued to 
increase at the rate that he saw, 
the place would be knee deep in 
excrement in another ten years 
or so.  He simply could not 
foresee the advent of the horse-
less carriage.
 
Written by Dr GJ Sandrock
15 September 2014
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Call Gisela Verster on 082-560 7534 
or email membership@iing.co.za

17 February 

24 February 

8 March 

16 March 

17 March 

8 April 

13 April 

19 May 

13 July 

24 August 

25 August 

13 September
 
21 September 

27 October

Ladies Golf Day

SASRIA Training

Presidents' Golf Day

RE1/RE5 Workshop

AGM

Presidents' Inauguration Breakfast

IISA/IING Insurance Forum (Provisional)

Tenpin Bowling Evening

Fellows Lunch

IISA/IING Insurance Forum (Provisional)

Ladies Day Event

Egoli Golf Day

RE1/RE5 Workshop

Year End Function

Committee Meetings: 3rd Friday of Every Month


